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Abstract. Web analytic techniques have become increasingly popular, particu-
larly Google Analytics time-series dashboards. But interpretations of a web-
site’s visits traffic data may be oversimplified and limited by Google Analytics 
existing functionalities. This means website mangers have to make estimations 
rather than mathematically informed decisions. In order to gain a more precise 
view of longitudinal website visits traffic data, the researchers mathematically 
transformed the existing Goggle Analytics’ log data allowing the vectors of 
website visits per each year to be considered simultaneously. The methodology 
groups the data of an example website gathered over an ‘x’ year period into ‘y’ 
clusters of data. The results show that the transformed data is richer, more accu-
rate and informative, potentially allowing website managers to make more in-
formed decisions concerning promoting, developing, and maintaining their 
websites rather than relying on estimations. 
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1 Introduction 

Web analytics are equally valuable for profit and nonprofit and many website man-
gers have turned to web analytics techniques to help them make more informed deci-
sions about adverting, site development, and site maintenance [1]. Google Analytics 
(GA) has become a leading tool in this context and can provide quick access to me-
trics to ascertain traffic levels and visitor distribution [2]. There are some limitations 
to these metrics. One is Spider visits are indistinguishable from true visitors. Spiders 
are computer programs that access sites to update databases [3]. Also visits alone can 
lead to an overestimation of a site’s visitor traffic because some visitors will leave if a 
page is having trouble loading or stay for too brief an amount of time to matter [4,5]. 
Second, when analyzing web metrics, it is important to remember that no firm infe-
rences regarding user’s intentions can be made solely from web metrics [6, 7]. These 
limitations aside, GA temporal metrics can still be informative.  
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Temporal fluctuations of when visits are occurring have had noticeable effects on 
the interpretation of web traffic [8]. Categories of certain queries trend differently 
over varying periods of time, supporting the importance of temporal analysis [9]. 
Temporal factors also relate to the quality of web searches, name search effectiveness 
and efficiency [10]. Temporal analysis has also been applied to study the dynamics of 
blogger’s posting behaviors [11]. Search engine transactional logs and time series 
analysis has been established as a viable means of anticipating future web traffic on 
sites [12]. Because of these benefits the GA time series dashboard is a frequently used 
tool to provide a rough estimate of overall trends of visits to web sites [13-16].  

Current time series analysis of GA data is following two thematic paths. One of 
these is based on website managers observing the GA time traffic dashboard and us-
ing the visits chart to roughly estimate the overall trend of the visits to the website.  
These estimations do have their uses. In one study a website experienced a decline in 
usage and these GA visits data were used to help interpret the reasons behind the de-
cline [16]. Another study made uses of two years’ worth of GA visits data for a health 
professional education website to inform findings, allowing a trend to predict that this 
particular site would further expand to be a global source on genetics-genomics edu-
cation [14]. The drawback is that these conclusions about their websites evaluated 
over time depended on observation and estimation of the GA dashboard rather than 
accurate computation. Because of this, interpretations of visitor’s traffic data may be 
oversimplified [17] and subject to limitations endemic to Google Analytics’ existing 
functionalities 

The second theme of use for time series analysis of GA data is based on using re-
gression analysis of the website visits traffic data over a certain period of time and 
comparing its relationship with other website metrics. Plaza [18, 19] tested the rela-
tionship examining the effectiveness of entries (visit behavior and length of sessions) 
depending on their traffic source: direct visit, in-link entries over an approximately 
two-year period. Wang et al. [20] studied over a one-year period whether users be-
have differently during weekdays and weekends, finding a number of significant rela-
tionships between several key traffic variables and web metrics.  

Many website managers are not likely to run regression analysis on their page traf-
fic, so a more precise quantitative method could be helpful in comparison with the 
current estimations. None-the-less website users’ behaviors are very important infor-
mation to understand the market demand and to make strategic plans for a web sys-
tem. Their visiting patterns can vary significantly over a long period of time. In order 
for the web managers to make decisions effectively, marketing and maintenance plans 
should be created in suitable intervals that are in line with the visiting patterns. For 
example, the webmaster should promote any products or services when they have the 
highest visits to their website, but schedule maintenance for the website when there 
are the fewest visitors. How can we more precisely identify users’ visiting patterns 
over a longitudinal period rather than using a rough estimation through GA Dash-
board?  

To answer this question, we investigated a data mining method to provide a longi-
tudinal and accurate view for web managers to use so that they can make decisions 
more effectively.  By capturing temporal features of a website users’ behavior with a 
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mathematical method and analyzing each year simultaneously, clustered results 
should provide a more accurate grouping of high, low, and median traffic levels and 
their corresponding dates. This study utilizes the Truman library website 
(http://www.trumanlibrary.org/) to illustrate a proposed methodology, but the applica-
tion of this methodology is not limited to this type of website, as any website eva-
luated with GA should be able to use this method. This approach transforms GA log 
data from a somewhat limited interpretive state to something that is richer, more accu-
rate, and informative.  

2 Methodology  

2.1 Method  

Cluster analysis is classified as data set into groups that are relatively homogeneous 
within themselves and heterogeneous between each other on the basis of a chosen set 
of variables [21]. Therefore, it served our purpose for identifying groups of time slots 
which the website master can depend on to make informed decisions for their web 
systems. A cluster methodology for pattern identification of the website is shown in  
the following figure (Fig 1). GA provides a rather solid basis to accomplish the cluster 
analysis because it automatically collects all the visits data and their associated visits 
time for us.  

 

Fig. 1. Time-Series Analytics Framework 

Pre-processing. In terms of gathering the visits by time, the first step is to access GA, 
which enables one to export data in different granularity such as hourly, daily, week-
ly, monthly and yearly based on the needs of the analysis. 

The system state is an abstract representation of the condition of a system at some 
point in time [11]. Based on the different granularity of the data (e.g. week, month) 
collected by GA, we could capture the temporal feature of the website user’s behavior 
with a mathematical method. The state definition used here is a vector of website 
visits in a certain time window (visits/day, visits/week etc.) and the time feature (a 
dimension of the time that website visits occurs) for each year. Since this research 
aims to look at analysis over a longitudinal period of time, for instance, identifying 
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user visiting patterns in one-year period. The data samples are thus multidimensional 
because the vectors of website for each year are considered simultaneously.  

Therefore, the system states in our study are defined as follows, assuming there are 
M representative years in the log datasets and yearly visits are recorded into T time 
intervals. Then the data A, a K (M+1) × K (T) matrix, will have the format as follow-
ing (1).                   

11 12 1M 1(M+1)

21 22 2M 2(M+1)
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In order to smooth the different data visits to scale among different years, the ele-
ments in this matrix should be properly normalized, which following equation is car-
ried out prior to the cluster analysis so that make the data dimensionless (2).  

 ′= −             ( =1,2,⋯, ;   =1,2,⋯, +1)              (2) 

Where a , a  and s  represents original, average, and standard deviation of web-
site visits or time variables, respectively, for any particular observation.          

 
Data Analysis. We choose K-means algorithm for the clustering analysis, one of the 
most popular non-hierarchical methods to do the analysis [25]. However, before mov-
ing on the specific K-means algorithm, one significant step is to decide the number of 
clusters we are going to use. The common practice before K-means clustering is to 
employ Gap-statistic to determine the proper number of clusters [22, 23]. The basic 
idea behind Gap-statistic is to find an “elbow” in the plot of the optimized cluster 
criterion against the number of clusters, K.  

For this purpose, letting  denote the expectation under a sample size of N from 
the reference distribution, the optimal value for the number of clusters is then the 
value K for which the “Gap” is the largest. K is the number of clusters, N is sample 
size, and WK denotes an overall average within the cluster sum-of-squares (3).  Gap (K)=  {log( )}-log( )                   (3) 

Those interested in the theoretical details of this method can refer to the Tibshirani, 
Walther, and Hastie’s original paper [23]. In terms of the cluster algorithm details, in 
general, elements are grouped according to their similarities, and in K-Means cluster, 
the distance between them. In this study, squared Euclidean distance is employed to 
calculate the distance between clusters, where d  is the squared Euclidean distance 

between state elements i, and j; x  is the m  element in state i; and x x  is the m  element in state j (4).  
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Vilifying the optimal number of clusters is also a critical step in cluster analysis. In 
our study, we implemented the Silhouette measure to vilify the efficiency of the se-
lected number of clusters. For more Specific information on the Silhouette Coefficient 
refer to Rousseeuw’s work [24]. 

Post Processing. After cluster analysis, post processing is conducted to determine the 
intervals and identify the visits’ patterns. Another important step in our procedure is 
to explain the patterns. This requires the webmaster in conjunction with the context to 
infer meaning out of the pattern and make the informed decision.  

2.2 Research Context 

To demonstrate this approach, we chose a library website – Truman Presidential Li-
brary http://www.trumanlibrary.org/libhist.htm.  

2.3 Dataset  

Google Analytics was used to gather data over five years from August first, 2008 to 
July thirty-first, 2013. To better serve the purpose of the study, clickstream data per-
taining to time was collected. We downloaded the CSV files containing weekly visits 
of website as shown bellow (Fig 2).  

 

Fig. 2. Weekly Visits of Truman Library website 
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3 Results   

3.1 Cluster Numbers  

To choose the optimal number of clusters, the Gap statistic measure was conducted by 
coding in R. Below, we first show the observed and expected log (Wk) and compare 
the Gap values against the number of clusters in our case study (Fig. 3). Second, we  
show the Gap values against the number of clusters in our case study(Fig. 3). Due to 
these results we chose three as the number of clusters for K-Means algorithm in the 
next step.  

 

 

Fig. 3. Gap Function 

3.2 Pattern Identification  

The K-means clustering successfully identifies users’ visiting patterns based on the 
average weekly visits and the time that activity is occurring (Table 1).  

Table 1. Results of Cluster Analysis      

Cluster 
(K=3) 

Week 

Cluster 1 
(High) 

34 

Cluster 2 
(Medium) 

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29 ,30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 32, 43, 44 

Cluster 3 
(Low) 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 20, 21, 22, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52 
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5 Conclusion  

As an exploratory study, this research presented an application of mathematical mod-
eling using time series distributed click steaming data that GA collected for a library 
website to provide a more accurate account of past visits site traffic patterns. This new 
methodological framework based on advanced analytical techniques was developed to 
more accurately examine the visitors’ behavior patterns over time, allowing for more 
confident web site management decisions to be made by site managers. In the future, 
we recommend the investigation of visitors’ behavior patterns from different traffic 
sources (direct, reference or search engine) as well as return visitors’ navigation in 
comparison with that of new visitors. This would help to identify the loyal users of a 
website, and other behavior characteristics could be further explored in an extended 
study as well.  
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